Welcome to the Lavelle Prep Elementary family! We are excited to begin this school year with you and your
child. Elementary school is a time of great growth both academically and socially, and we can’t wait to get started!
During the summer it is important to make sure what was learned in Second Grade is retained. Below is a list of Third
Grade Readiness Skills that your child should be familiar with from Second Grade. If not, it would definitely be
beneficial to spend some time each day working on a skill with your child so that they are ready for their big day in
THIRD GRADE!!!
GETTING READY FOR THIRD GRADE
Social Skills:
I can:
❏ Participate in a class discussion
❏ Follow classroom rules and routines
❏ Accept responsibility for my actions
❏ Works, plays and shares with others
❏ Participates in group activities
❏ Seek help when unable to resolve conflicts
❏ Completes tasks
Math Skills:
I can:
❏ Add and subtract numbers up to 100 to solve
one- or two-step word problems
❏ Add and subtract up to 20 using mental math
strategies (instead of having to do the
calculations on paper)
❏ Understand the ones, tens, and hundreds
place in a three-digit number
❏ Start adding and subtracting three-digit
numbers
❏ Read and write numbers up to 1,000
❏ Measure and also estimate length using
inches, feet, centimeters, and meters
❏ Solve problems using money values, like
knowing that a dime equals 10 pennies
❏ Divide circles, squares, and rectangles into
equal portions (halves, thirds, quarters)
❏ Solve word problems using information from
a bar graph
❏ Count by 1s, 2s, 5s and 10s
Reading Skills:
I can:
❏ Listens with interest to stories and other
texts read aloud
❏ Understand and interpret stories or short
passages
❏ Read short chapter books.
❏ Recognize new words by using phonics
and/or contextual clues
❏ Recognize (read and write) sight word
vocabulary

❏ Follow written directions
❏ Identify the main idea and main characters,
placing events in sequence and predicting
outcomes in a story
❏ Find beginning, middle and ending sounds in
words
❏ Segment words into their individual sounds
(e.g., cat = /c/ /a/ /t/)
❏ Read and write compound words and
contractions
❏ Respond to who, what, when, where, how and
why questions both orally and in writing
❏ Retell central ideas of a reading selection
❏ Identify the main idea and supporting details
in a nonfiction text
Writing & spelling skills
I can:
❏ Accurately write my first and last name
❏ Write words, phrases and multiple sentences
❏ Recognize and use correct punctuation
❏ Writes stories with a beginning, a middle and
an end
❏ Write about characters and describe
characters actions and thoughts
❏ Write correctly spaced, complete sentences
using correct capitalization and punctuation
❏ Print uniformly and legibly
❏ Spell grade-level words accurately
❏ Locate words in a dictionary, thesaurus
❏ Understand the concepts of synonyms and
antonyms
❏ Identify vowels and consonants
❏ Recognize long and short vowel sounds and
words
Listening & speaking skills
I can:
❏ Participate in discussions and conversations
❏ Express ideas clearly (describes, answers
questions, retells stories, etc.)
❏ Use “I” and “me” correctly
❏ Speak in complete sentences

Dolch Sight Words
Third Grade (41 words)
about
better
bring
carry
clean
cut
done
draw
drink
eight
fall
far
full
got
grow
hold
hot
hurt
if
keep
kind

laugh
light
long
much
myself
never
only
own
pick
seven
shall
show
six
small
start
ten
today
together
try
warm

A Visit to the Farmer’s Market
By Susan LaBella

Tara and Todd were at the farmer s market with their mom. The children
liked looking at the fresh fruits and vegetables, homemade breads, and jars of jam.
Tara noticed Mr. Walsh at a table with big bags of potatoes.
Hi, Mr. Walsh, she called. You have a lot of potatoes!
Yes, replied the farmer. I have been growing potatoes for years. My farm
is perfect for that.
What do you do with all those potatoes? Todd asked.
I sell them! Mr. Walsh replied. I sell some to grocery stores. I sell others to
factories that make potato chips. The stores and factories pay me for my potatoes.
They order more from me each year.
Wow, said Tara. What do you do with the money they pay you?
I use it to buy supplies for my farm, he answered. I also use it to pay the
people who work for me.
But do you grow anything besides potatoes? asked Tara.
Just then, Tara s mom walked over. Mr Walsh, she asked, may I please
have two bags of potatoes? And do you have any of your great carrots this week?
Yes, indeed, Mr Walsh replied See, Tara, I grow carrots, too!
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My Bean Plant
By Rachelle Kreisman

My grandfather loves to grow plants. He raises vegetables and fruits, and he takes
great care of all of them. Last week, Grandpa gave me some green bean seeds.
Now I can grow my own green bean plant.
I brought my seeds home and showed my mom. She helped me get my green bean
project ready. First, we put some soil in a pot. Then we planted a few seeds. I
remembered that Grandpa told me that plants depend on water and sunlight to
grow. So I put the pot in a sunny spot by the window, and I added some water.
I checked on my plant every day. When the soil felt dry, I added more water.
Today, I saw a tiny stem. The plant is growing! Over the next few weeks, more
stems and leaves will grow. Then flowers will grow, too.
What am I most excited about? I cannot wait to eat the beans! I think they will
taste even better because I grew them myself.
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Playgrounds for Everyone

Playgrounds for Everyone
Linda Ruggieri

Playgrounds are places built for kids to have fun in. The best playgrounds are
set up so that children can play safely while getting exercise. Lots of playgrounds
include swings, slides, climbers, and other things.
Playgrounds were not always fun for all kids, however. Children in wheelchairs
and kids with vision or hearing problems found it difficult to get around a
playground. Some could not walk up or down steps. Others could not sit on the
swings. The playgrounds were not safe places for them.
A few years ago, some people wanted to fix that problem. They found a
solution. They raised money to build playgrounds where all kids can play together.
New playgrounds were built with low steps or ramps. Those changes have
made it easier for some children. The new equipment also has handrails for kids to
grab and pull themselves up.
Other changes have made playgrounds more fun for all children. Some
playgrounds now have drums, chimes, and other instruments to play. Kids can turn
a rain wheel and listen to the sound of rain.
These new playgrounds help everyone get in on the fun!
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Questions: Playgrounds for Everyone

Name:

Date:

1. What are places built for kids to have fun in?
A playgrounds
B steps
C ramps
2. Playgrounds were not safe for some children. What was the solution to
this problem?
A People raised money to build playgrounds where all kids can play.
B Children in wheelchairs found it difficult to get around a playground.
C Lots of playgrounds include swings, slides, and climbers.
3. Playgrounds were not always fun for all kids. What evidence from the
text supports this conclusion?
A "Some playgrounds now have drums, chimes, and other instruments
to play. Kids can turn a rain wheel and listen to the sound of rain."
B "Children in wheelchairs and kids with vision or hearing problems
found it difficult to get around a playground."
C "Lots of playgrounds include swings, slides, climbers, and other things."
4. Read this paragraph from the article.
"New playgrounds were built with low steps or ramps. Those changes have
made it easier for some children. The new equipment also has handrails for
kids to grab and pull themselves up."
Based on this paragraph, what have changes to playgrounds made it easier
for children to do?
A The changes have made it easier for children to see and hear at
playgrounds.
B The changes have made it easier for children to play on swings at
playgrounds.
C The changes have made it easier for children to get around
playgrounds.
1
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Questions: Playgrounds for Everyone

5. What is the main idea of this article?
A New playgrounds have been built with low steps, ramps, and handrails.
B New playgrounds have been built that allow all children to have fun.
C Kids can have fun and get exercise by playing on climbers and swings.
6. Read these paragraphs from the article.
"Other changes have made playgrounds more fun for all children. Some
playgrounds now have drums, chimes, and other instruments to play. Kids
can turn a rain wheel and listen to the sound of rain.
"These new playgrounds help everyone get in on the fun!"
What does the phrase "get in on" mean here?
A stand next to
B go away from
C join in
7. Choose the answer that best completes the sentence.
Some kids found it difficult to get around a playground ______ they could
not walk up or down steps.
A so
B because
C but
8. What children were playgrounds not safe places for?
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
2
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Questions: Playgrounds for Everyone

9. Name three changes made to new playgrounds.
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

10. Choose one change made to playgrounds, and explain how it has made
playgrounds safer. Support your answer with evidence from the article.
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________

3
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A Lion in the Bedroom

A Lion in the Bedroom
by ReadWorks

When James woke up, he found a lion sleeping on the floor next to his bed. Because he was five years
old, he thought this was awesome.
"Hello, lion!" he yelled.
The lion, a female with a patchy coat, opened one eye and stared at him lazily. Then she turned over and
fell back asleep.
James considered petting the lion or scratching its belly - Trixie, his old cat, loved belly scratches - but
he was proud enough of his new pet that he wanted to tell his parents first. So, he jumped out of bed and
walked into the kitchen. His father was eating breakfast.
"Do you want me to strip the bathroom moldings this weekend?" his father asked his mother. "Or can it
wait a week?"
"It can wait," she said, frowning. "But you should really want to strip the moldings."
"I got a lion!" yelled James.
"That's nice, dear," said his mother.
"Well played, son," said his father. "Most five-year-olds go with something showier, like an ocelot or a
puma. But you've gone the classic route."
"I'm naming it Trixie II: Return of Trixie," said James. "I want to ride her to school."
"Sure," his father said, "everyone wants to ride their lion to school. But where will you park it?"
"Bill," his mother said. "We've talked about your sarcasm."
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A Lion in the Bedroom

"It's not sarcasm," his father. "I'm being fu-"
James's father didn't get to finish his sentence. It was interrupted by an ear-splitting roar, coming from
James's bedroom.
For a few seconds, neither one of his parents said anything.
"Maybe I'll name her Tiger," said James. "To confuse people."
"James," said his father quietly. "What was that?"
"That was Trixie II."
"Oh dear me," said his mother, crossing herself.
James's father craned his head to peer down the hall towards James's bedroom. After a moment, he knelt
down in front of his son and put his hands on his shoulders.
"James," he said. "I need you to be completely, 100% honest with me. No make-believe, no story-time?
Can you do that?"
James nodded. "Sure I can." He noticed a droplet of sweat dripping down his father's forehead.
"OK, great," said his father, in a strange, small voice. "James. Is there a lion...a real lion...in your
bedroom?"
"Dad," said James, patiently. "We've been over this."
His father stared at him.
James sighed. "Of course there is, dad."
"Aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaah!" his mother screamed. "Ahhhhhhhhhhhhh!"
"Helen, stop it!" snapped his father. His father stood up. "This is ridiculous. I don't know what that noise
was, but there is not a lion in your bedroom."
James's father walked angrily to the broom closet. He opened the door, pulled out a mop with a long
wooden handle and began marching towards the hallway.
"For gosh sake, Bill," his mother said, grabbing him by the shoulder. "Let's just get out of here and call the
police. Or animal control. Or someone. Please."
"And tell them what?" His father wheeled around to face her. "What? That we have a lion in the house?
Oh, I'm sure they'll send a car right out."
"Tell them her name is Trixie II," said James. "Someone might have met her before."
"Bill..."
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A Lion in the Bedroom

"I'm not calling anyone," his father said. With that, he turned and stomped down the hallway. James and
his mother looked down after him.
"Do you think dad and Trixie II will get along?" James asked his mother. "Dad is so moody these days and
Trixie II is just kind of...mellow."
"Quiet," his mother hissed.
They watched his father approach the door. He reached for the handle and, holding the mop high in his
other hand, gently swung the door open and poked his head around the corner.
James barely had time to be curious about his father's reaction before his father turned on his heels,
slammed the door shut and went sprinting down the hallway towards James and his mother.
"Get out of the house right now!" his father hollered as he ran. "Go! Run! Now! Move! Move! Move!"
His father practically shoved James and his mother through the living room and out the front door. When
they were outside, his father doubled over, panting for breath.
"Where in the world did you get a lion?" he yelled at James.
"You mean it's real?" his mother screamed, her eyes bugging. "Ahhhhhhhhhh!"
"They come from Africa, right?" said James.
By this time, neighbors had heard the commotion and begun gathering. Their next-door neighbors were
the Horowitzes. Mr. Horowitz walked up to James's father.
"Bill, is something the matter?"
James's father turned and stared at Mr. Horowitz. "There's a lion in my son's bedroom."
Mr. Horowitz threw a quick, worried glance at his wife, who was standing on their front lawn. His wife
shrugged.
"O.K.," said Mr. Horowitz, slowly. "Do you want us to call somebody?"
"Her name is Trixie II," explained James. "Or maybe Ms. Botticelli. I like how that name sounds."
"Call somebody!" his father yelled. "Call anybody! There's a lion in my son's bedroom."
"Helen," said Mr. Horowitz quietly. "Should we call somebody?"
"I don't even know," said James's mother, breaking down in sobs. "I never know."
By this time a dozen neighbors had gathered in front of James's house. All of them were yelling at each
other, trying to figure out what had happened, when suddenly everyone froze. There, at the front door of
James house, was a massive African lion. Everyone stared at it, completely silent.
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A Lion in the Bedroom

For a few moments, the lion stared back. Finally, she let out a long sigh.
"Guys," the lion said, "I know I'm a guest and I don't mean to be a pain, but I had a really late night last
night and I have a client meeting at 10, so I was really hoping to sleep in. Do you think you guys could
keep it down just a little bit? Thanks."
And with that, the lion turned and walked back in the house.
"What about Rambo?" said James. "That's a cool name. Rambo. Yeah, I like that."
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A Lion in the Bedroom - Comprehension Questions

Name: ___________________________________ Date: _______________

1. What does James find in his bedroom?
A. a tiger
B. a lion
C. Trixie, his old cat

2. How do James's parents change in the story?
A. At first they don't believe there is a lion in their house. Then they become scared that
there might be a lion in their house.
B. At first they are scared that there might be a lion in their house. Then they don't
believe there is a lion in their house.
C. At first they don't want James to have a lion, and then they change their minds.

3. When James tells his parents that he has a lion, they do not believe him. Which
details from the passage support this conclusion?
A. James's father grabs a mop and goes to look in James's room.
B. James's mother wants to call the police or animal control.
C. James's mother says, "That's nice," and his father makes jokes.

4. Read the following sentences:
"'James,' he said. 'I need you to be completely, 100% honest with me. No make-believe,
no story-time? Can you do that?'
"James nodded. 'Sure I can.' He noticed a droplet of sweat dripping down his father's
forehead.
"'OK, great,' said his father, in a strange, small voice. 'James. Is there a lion...a real
lion...in your bedroom?'"
How does James's father feel at this point in the story?
A. annoyed
B. frightened
C. happy
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A Lion in the Bedroom - Comprehension Questions

5. What is this passage mostly about?
A. James finds a lion in his bedroom and tells his parents.
B. James misses his cat Trixie, so his parents buy him a lion named Trixie II.
C. James is scared of the lion in his bedroom, and his father hits it with a broom.

6. Read the following sentences: "'It's not sarcasm,' his father said. 'I'm being funn-'
James's father didn't get to finish his sentence. It was interrupted by an ear-splitting
roar, coming from James's bedroom."
In this sentence, what does "interrupted" most nearly mean?
A. became louder
B. kept going
C. stopped

7. Choose the answer that best completes the sentence below.
James tells his parents that there is a lion in his bedroom, _______ they do not believe
him.
A. but
B. so
C. because

8. How does James feel about the lion in his bedroom?
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A Lion in the Bedroom - Comprehension Questions

9. What does the lion do at the end of the passage?

10. What makes this story unrealistic, or unlike real life?
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Name: ___________________

2.MD
Monday 1. Josh eats at 12:30. Which is his clock?

Fill in
the
bubble
for the
correct
answer.

a

b

c

2. Cruz goes to bed at 9:o0. Which is Cruz’s clock?
a

b

c

3. Jerry goes to soccer practice at this time.
At what time does Jerry go to soccer practice?
a 1:30
b 2:30
c 4:00
4. Beth will go outside to play at this time.
At what time will Beth go outside to play?
a 5:00
b 3:30
c 4:00

2.G
Tuesday

Fill in the
bubble for
the correct
answer.

1. Which shape has 0 corners and 0 sides?
a circle
b square
c triangle
2. Which shape has 4 corners and 4 sides?
a circle
b rectangle c triangle
3. Which shape has 3 corners and 3 sides?
a triangle
b circle
c square
4. Which shape has 8 vertices and 6 flat surfaces?
a cone
b cylinder
c rectangular prism
5. Which shape has 0 vertices and 2 flat surfaces?
b cylinder
c rectangular prism
a cube

Name: ___________________

2.MD
Monday

Jeff built a toy train
using 3 triangles, 2
circles, and 6 squares.
Circle the graph that
shows the shapes that
Jeff used.

Jeff’s Shapes
triangles

triangles

circles

circles

squares

squares

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Kelly loves to buy shoes.
Kelly’s Shoes
She went to the mall and
sneakers
bought 7 sneakers, 2
sandals, and 1 pair of
sandals
boots. Circle the graph boots
that shows the shoes that
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Kelly bought.

2.G
Tuesday

Label
the
faces
and
vertices
on each
shape.

Jeff’s Shapes

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Kelly’s Shoes
sneakers
sandals

boots

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

face
vertex

2.NBT
Wednesday

Add more
to the
ten frames
to help
you find
the sum.

2.OA
Thursday

27
+ 5
32

36
+ 9

45
+ 7

69
+ 8

37 + 6 =

55 + 7 =

This one IS
true because
both sides
are equal.
5+1=2+4

Find the sum or difference,
then circle the true equation.
This one is
NOT true.
3+3=7

This one is
NOT true.
9 + 1 = 10 – 7

2 + 9 = 11 – 8
3+1=5–1
9=7+4
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
10 = 5 + 5
8 + 3 = 11 – 2
8+3=2+7
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
3=7–6
1–1=1+0
9–9=0+0
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
7 + 3 = 10 – 0
0+6=9–6
2–1=9–7

Name: ______________________

45 + 23 =_____

_____ = 33 + 26

_____ = 72 + 4

36 + 40 =_____

43 + 25 = _____

57+ 21 = _____

_____ = 12 + 37

44 + 23 = _____

Name: ______________________

57 + 23 =_____

_____ = 38 + 56

_____ = 58 + 4

29 + 55 =_____

48 + 15 = _____

57+ 25 = _____

_____ = 66 + 28

44 + 27 = _____

Name: ______________________

57 - 23 =_____

_____ = 68 - 56

_____ = 58 - 4

69 - 25 =_____

48 - 15 = _____

57 - 25 = _____

_____ = 66 - 21

44 - 23 = _____

Name: ______________________

61 - 25 =_____

_____ = 43 - 36

_____ = 52 - 4

64 - 47 =_____

37 - 19 = _____

52 - 25 = _____

_____ = 63 - 25

44 - 28 = _____

Name: ___________________

Write the Equation
x x x

x x

x x x x

c

c

